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Introduction
Prehistoric storms sculpted Earth's landscape and left evidences of their effects every where
we look. Prehistoric storms eroded 10,000 feet of the top of the Sutter Buttes and filled the
Sacramento Valley on the west side three miles deep with alluvial sediments. Among the
condominiums of Incline Village they left boulders that could only have been deposited between
houses by debris flows. Debris flows generally have the density of newly mixed concrete and
move at about the speed of a freight train. Debris flows are a major force in sculpting Earth's land
surface. All rainfalls when they hit the ground pick up minerals and modify the landscape.
Significant sever storms can be quite localized and of short duration. They often fall between the
measurements from our rain gage network and even now might still qualify as prehistoric.
Sometimes we can find the sudden peaks in the stream flow records to tell us of their existence; if
we are lucky.
This is an account of some of the measured storms within the memories of recent California
inhabitants. Some of these storms have remarkably large return periods (Map 1). They are not
limited to the windward slopes like winter time orographic storms, (Map 2) they occur randomly
distributed geographically as well as by season.
The data base of this study consisted of rainfall depth duration frequency tables for 3100
California rainfall records. These are public domain records representing 105,000 station years of
record. This data base is available on a data exchange basis. It can be supplied to cooperators who
send a lOOmb iomega Zip drive disk in a Macintosh format.
When estimating the frequency of large storms, there are many ways to estimate return
periods. A uniform method as was used in the 1978 Bulletin 195 of the Department of Water
Resources was used through out this study for internal consistency.
Undocumented storms have been a problem in recent times. These are the storms without
quantitative records of their existence. An example is the flood of 1850 when Sacramento was
swamped by over-flow from the American River. Sacramento was apparently founded on a river
bank in the dry season. There were no rain records in the water shed to indicate the source or
magnitude of the flood water in the early unprotected city.
Now we are hopefully entering a new era when large rainfalls will no longer escape
detection by a radar. Hopefully they will be observed and recorded along with storm size and
distribution. There will still be a concern with maintaining a historic continuity with the older
studies for use in engineering applications.

A 1000 year rainfall is one that occurs on the average once in a thousand years at a given
site. This is an event in which the maximum storm rainfall is approximately five standard
deviation above the average annual maximum event. With a 1000 rain gages we should expect an
average of one 1000 year rainfall each year; if rainfalls were independent events- which they are
not. A single storm can effect many rain gages therefore the measurements are not independent.
I have found only 46 storms which could be classified as 1000 year events in just over 147
years, based mainly on the daily rainfall readings. If hourly records were considered there would
be many as the short duration extremes seem to be much more variable than the once a day
rainfalls. The 1000 year one day rainfall expressed as a percent of the mean annual precipitation
varies from 15 percent in the north west comer of the State to 165 percent in the south east comer
(Map 3).

Tropical storms can be a factor in studying the distribution of sever storms especially in the
Desert Southeast, by bring heavy summer time rainfalls. Tropical cyclones are formed from the
connective dissipation of heat; as expressed by the sea surface temperature (SST). The Pacific
Ocean off Mexico's South Coast is the region of origin of summer tropical storms effecting
California rainfall. The 40 year trend in annual numbers of tropical cyclones matches the trend in
SST quite well (Figure 1).
The rainfall climate of California has become more variable in the last 90 years revealing a
greater flood hazard than was known when Folsom Dam was design 50 years ago. The number of
1000 year storms has increased with a similar trend. To illustrate the increasing variability a 10
year running average of the coefficient of variability (CV) was calculated using 73 rain records
averaged together to form a wetness index for the years 1883 to 1995. The CV was calculated for
each year covering the previous 10 years. This CV was plotted along with the decade totals of the
number of 1000 year storms (Figure 2). There was a good relationship, indicating a consistency in
the increased number of 1000 year storms along with in the increasing variability of annual total
rainfall in the past 100 years.
Table 1 summarizes the data of 46 events which can be classed as 1000 year storms of the
past 133 years. Table 2 is a summary of flood damage and the number of lives lost, it shows that
the most costly storm of California's history occurred on March 10,1995 with almost a billion
dollars in flood related damage. These values were from the State Office of Emergency Services
and miscellaneous souses such as newspaper accounts. They were not necessarily comparable and
are not corrected to 1996 dollars. One conclusion that can be made from this Storm Damage in
California is that 1rain station reporting the highest ever rainfall correlates with about 5 million
dollars in flood damage, based on storms of the last 15 years.
This is an updated version of the paper offered here two years ago. The data base has been
expanded and there have been two of California's most costly storms in terms of 1996 dollars,
have occurred since the last report. The main deference beside the expanded data base is the up date
to include the great storms of 1995. The storm maps showing lines of equal return period which
were included in the proceedings of this conference two years ago are not repeated Maps 4 and 5
for the storms of 1995 are included in this study.
Here is a brief description of historic storms of California based mostly on the daily
observations of volunteer weather observers.

HISTORIC 1000 YEAR STORMS OF CALIFORNIA
Storm of December 23 to January 21, 1862
The flood of 1862 we know to have been real, even with inadequate coverage of rain
records, because the size of the temporary lake that formed in the Central Valley .The Central
Valley reportedly swelled up to a size rivaling that of Lake Superior before draining off into San
Francisco Bay. William H. Brewer (1930) of the Whitney California Geological Survey wrote
from San Francisco on Sunday, January 19, 1862, "The amount of rain that has fallen is
unprecedented in the history of the state.----The great central valley of the state is under water - the
Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys - a region of 250 to 300 miles long and an average of twenty
miles wide, a district of five thousand or six thousand square miles, or probable an area of three to
three and a half millions of acres!"
Brewer writes of the Central Valley on February 9,1862, " Nearly every house and farm
in this immense region is gone. There was such a body of water-250 to 300 miles long and 20 to
60 miles wide, the water ice cold and muddy-that the winds make high waves which beat the farm
homes in pieces".
On October 4,1861 the Red Bluff Independent reported: "Six months have elapsed since
rain has fallen at Red Bluff. This has been the hottest, driest season since California became a
State. On Sunday something happened in Red Bluff which nobody has expected or wanted. Dust
blew in every crack. It came in showers, people breathed gallons of dust and grit every time they
opened their mouths." On November 7,1861 the Independent wrote " The mortality of cattle was
high, they were starving."
The Red Bluff Independent states that on December 10,1861 the drought was over and
flood damage was extensive. The Red Bluff Beacon reported; "Even though California received
tremendous damage, Oregon suffered more, The Williamette Valley completely overflowed and a
town was swept away. Crescent City California was nearly swept away."
A Belgian miner Jean -Nicolaus Perot (1985) left the gold fields to settle at Portland Oregon
in time to witness the flood there. He writes, 'The peaceful Wllamette became, by the fifth of
December, an impetuous torrent; leaving its bed, it upset and carried away the establishments
which bordered its bank. It was, for two days, a curious and heart-rending spectacle: the river
was covered with strays of all kinds, trees, animals, fences, provisions, houses, sawmills, flour
mills all that was floating pell-mell, and passed before Portland with a speed of three leagues an
hour."
Rainfall was recorded at only a few stations in the lower elevations in 1862. The heaviest
rains were recorded at San Francisco where 28.25 inches occurred in 30 days. This was 6.48
standard deviations above the mean rainfall for 30 consecutive days with a return period of 37,000
years. Sacramento had 19.33 inches in 30 days with a return period of 2,200 years.
McGashen and Briggs (1939) indicate that the river stage on the American River at Folsom
was 8 feet higher than in 1852, this was higher than any other known stage. A notable feature of
the flood was the prolonged period of flooding in the lower Sacramento Valley from December 13,
1861 to about February 1,1862.
A report from the Stockton Independent Record quotes a Dr. Snell of Sonora who reported
30 inches of rain at Sonora, in 10 days. This would be 7.84 standard deviations above the mean
and a very rare event.
Brewer reported that, "At Los Angeles it rained incessantly for twenty-eight days-immense damage was done--one whole village was destroyed. It is supposed that over one-fourth
of all taxable property of the state has been destroyed." ---Brewer kept in touch with the State

Treasurer and news of the dwindling state government income because he was having long delays
in being paid for his work.

Storm of December 21, 1866
The maximum rainfall for 24 hours at San Francisco was 7.76 inches. It occurred between
11:45 AM on December 19 and 8:15 AM on December 20,1866. Weaver (l%2, p70) reports six
San Francisco area rain gages had very high rainfall on this day. The annual average maximum
rainfall for consecutive 1440 minute rainfall at San Francisco, based on 104 years of recording
gage data, is 2.20 inches. The 7.76 inches represents 6.27 standard deviations above the mean.
The corresponding return period is 6300 years.
Pilarcitos located 15 miles south of San Francisco had 9.18 inches on this day. This was
the next to the highest daily rainfall of it's 127 year record. The highest daily rainfall at Pilarcitos
was 10.79 inches in 1871.

Storm of December 18-20, 1871
San Andreas Lake, located 3 miles north of Pilarcitos and about 3 miles west of the San
Francisco Airport, had 13.63 inches of rain on December 19,1871. The three day total for
December 18-20,1872 was 27.16 inches. This was 9.7 standard deviations above the mean with a
return period of 330,000 years.
Pilarcitos had 20.92 inches during this period. This was 5.8 standard deviation above the
mean ,for a return period of 3500 years. Both Pilarcitos and San Andreas Lake are records of the
San Francisco Water Department. These are among the longest continuos rainfall records in
California.

Storm of January 1874
An other undocumented storm must have occurred in Southern California in January 1874
as Durrenberger and Ingham (1978) reported; "The San Diego stage arrived at Yuma on the 21st
minus most of the mail, which the driver lost at the crossing of the Tia Juana River near San
Diego."

Storm of November 22-23, 1874
Fort Ross reported a measured 18.06 inches of rain on November 22 and 23,1874. A note
in the 1875 Fort Ross rainfall record supplied by the Sonoma County Water Agency was "24
inches in 24 hrs. Measured 18.06 - gage ran over half of the night." It is easy to ignore a note
like this; but when other stations share large rainfalls on the same days they call for serious
consideration. Three other records had very heavy rainfalls on these two days. San Andreas located
south of San Francisco has 12.06 inches and Pilarcitos 12.25 inches. San Francisco had 4.94
inches of rain on November 22 & 23,1874.
The 18.06 inches at Fort Ross was 42 percent of their average annual rainfall, where as at
San Andreas Lake the 12.06 inches was 35 percent of the average annual rainfall. The 4.94 inches
at San Francisco is 23 percent of the average annual rainfall.
The 18.06 inches in two days at Fort Ross is 6.78 standard deviations above the average
two day storm for this station. This represents a return period on about 32,000 years. The 12.06
inches at San Andreas represents a return period of about 200 years.

Storm of April 20-21, 1880
The biggest two day storm at Sacramento was 8.37 inches that occurred on April 20-21,
1880. This was 5.79 standard deviations above the mean with a return period of about 3500 years.
Weaver (1%2 p 61) indicated that a low pressure area came ashore west of Red Bluff and that the
heaviest rainfall were located in a west to east band extending from Mt. St. Helena to Nevada City.

Storm of December 1884
The highest rainfall measurements of this storm were for Bowman Dam where 33.80
inches was reported in six consecutive days, according to Weaver (1962 p.56 ). This is 4.94
standard deviations above the mean with a return period of 1900 years. This storm also represents
over half of the average annual rainfal1,ocurring in six days.
The rain record at Bowman Dam started in 1872 but daily values before 1912 are sparse.
One reason that many of the early records are missing could be that they were burned in the San
Francisco earthquake and fire of 1906.

Storm of October 12, 1889
The highest rainfall measurements of this storm were at Encinitas located about 25 miles
north of San Diego. A storm of 7.58 inches was reported by Hansen and Schwan (1981 p. 104).
This occurred between 6 AM and 2 PM on October 12,1889. This storm represents ninety percent
of the average annual precipitation. This storm also represents ovar half of the average annual
rainfall in one day.If it were a 24 hour total the return period would be about 70,000 years.

Water Year 1890
There were four very wet years out of the last one hundred and eleven. They were 1890,
1941, 1983 and 1995. The heavy rainfalls of 1890 were confined to the north half of the State.

Storm of February 22-23, 1891
One of California's biggest storms occurred at Big Bear Lake Dam on February 22 and 23,
1891, when 32.20 inches was recorded for two days. This represents 7.25 standard deviations
above the mean with a return period of 22,000 years. This event was supported by the large rainfall
at Cuyamaca in San Diego County which reported 22.40 inches on the same two days. This storm
was the biggest two day rainfall of record at both stations.
Big Bear Lake Dam is located in the San Gabrial Mountains at an elevation of 6815 feet.
Cuyamaca is on the western slope of the Coast Range in San Diego County at an elevation of 4650
feet. Nearby low elevation stations did not share the unusually heavy amounts of rain in this
storm.

Storm of August 12, 1891
The storm at Campo on August 12,1891 is described by Hansen and Schwan (1981) as
one of the most intense local storms ever reported in the United States. Campo is located just north
of the US - Mexican Border, east south east of San Diego in the Coast ranges at an elevation of
2500 feet.
The Campo rain storm of August 12, 1891 is a puzzling event. The 24 hour total was
16.10 inches according to Carpenter (1913, p. 52). The most intense part of the storm is said to
have been 11.5 inches which started at 11:40 AM and was over by 1 PM. The gage was measured
and emptied several times during the storm as it had overflowed. The foundation was washed

from under the gage which was found to be leaning at a sharp angle from the vertical during the
storm. The record of the C a m p gage may not be an accurate indication of the actual rainfall. If the
gage was tipped into the storm it could have been an over measurement. If the gage were tipped
away from the wind it would have been an under measure.
The Campo weather observer, a Mr. Gaskill, reported that the gage was washed away in
the resulting flood before the end of the storm. This was no doubt a very large rainfall, what ever
it's depth. Mr. Gaskill was said to have been a very reliable observer by Mr. Ford Carpenter the
official in charge of the San Diego Weather Bureau office. This storm is discussed by Miller
(1960 p. 48) and by Hansen and Schwarz (1981 p. 81) who have excepted it as a cornerstone in
the National Weather Service's probable maximum precipitation studies for California.
The 16.10 inches in one day at Campo would be 13.4 standard deviations above the mean.
The return period for a storm that big would be in excess of ten million years. No other rainfall
event for California has come close to being as big as this storm in terms of return period. The
topography of the region, with large mounds of car sized granite boulders suggests that the soil
was washed away in storms of a remarkably great intensities. It would be easy to reject this
record; but perhaps safer structures would be built if it were to be accepted it as possible.
Mid August is within the tropical cyclone season for the west coast of North America. It is
not uncommon for tropical cyclones to influence Southern California, if only with infusions of
humid tropical air masses of the kind in which large thunder storms could develop. If the Campo
storm is real it would no doubt have to have occurred in the hottest time of the year when the
moisture holding capacity of the atmosphere is at it's greatest.

Storm of September 26, 1898
The high rain measurements of this storm were centered at Tulare in the flat lands of the
San Joaquin Valley. It was apparently an isolated low elevation event. This could have been
thunder storm imbedded in a tropical storm remnant. More study is needed.
The greatest rainfall for the storm was 3.89 inches. This was 5.66 standard deviations
above the mean with a return period of 2700 years. Several other stations in the vicinity had over
three inches of rain on this day. This was also the wettest ever day at near by near by Dinuba.

Storm of December 11, 1906
The highest rainfall measured in the storm of December 11,1906 was at Forest Lake
located along the famous 17 Mile Drive in Pacific Grove near Monterey. Nine stations reported
highest ever rainfalls on this day. They are located in a narrow band extending in northeasterly
direction from Monterey to Ione in the Sierra Nevada foothills.
Forest Lake had 6.07 inches which was 6.38 standard deviations above the mean with a
return period of 9,000 years.

Storm of January 1 to 20, 1909
The heavy rainfalls associated with the storm sequence of January 1to 20,1909 extended
in a southwest to northeast direction from Fort Ross on the Coast to Greenville in the Feather River
Basin. Nine stations reported the highest ever rainfall totals for 20 consecutive days. They ranged
from Graton in the Russian River Basin to La Porte in the Feather River Basin. La Porte had
57.41 inches in 20 days which was 5.38 standard deviations above the mean representing a return
period of 12,000 years.

The Sacramento River at Red Bluff responded to the heavy rainfalls with a flood crest of
30.5 feet on February 3 1909, one foot higher than the previous record of 29.5 on February 4,
1881.

Storm of January 9 to 14, 1911
The extreme rainfalls of the storm of January 9 to 11, 1911 extended in a Southwest to
Northeast line between Los Gatos and Galt. The heaviest rainfall recorded was 17.34 inches at
Los Gatos with a return period of 800 years. Thirteen stations reported the highest ever six day
rainfalls during this storm.

Storm of May 10, 1915
One of the remarkable storms of California was the 8.93 inches at Kennett. Kennett is a
very wet place in that it now lies at the bottom of Shasta Lake. This much rain in one day occurs
about every 10 years at near by locations. The remarkable thing about this storm was that it
occurred in the "dry season". This was the greatest daily rainfall ever recorded in May, June or
July in California.
This was a typical winter time frontal type storm. It was unusually sever for being so late
in the season. The frequency of maximum daily rainfalls for each month was studied by the
California Department of Water Resources (1980.
This was a once in a thousand storm based on the expected rainfall for the month of May;
but not considered so on a yearly basis (CA DWR 1981). The reason that it is important to examine
this type of storm is that it reflects on the safety aspects of flash boards on spillways of dams.
Historically it has been the practice of some dam owners to install flash boards to increase water
storage in the "dry season". Since there has been a greater variation in heavy rainfalls in the last 50
years in interior California this practice now needs a close review. Storms like the May 10, 1915
rainfall at Kennett; the June 18, 1982 storm at Forni Ridge; the storm of August 15, 1976 at
Redding 2W and the September 19,1959 storm at Turntable Creek; all reflect on the safety aspects
of summer time flash board use.

Storm of January 2, 1916
This storm was recorded at Colusa in the low elevations of the Mid-Sacramento Valley.
This storm is remarkable because Clousa received 36 percent of it's average annual rainfall on this
day. It was also the wettest day of record at Davis and Chico. Colusa had 5.60 inches of rain on
this day which was 7.23 standard deviations above the mean with a return period of 42,000 years.
Nineteen sixteen was the year of vigorous weather systems through out California. In the
San Joaquin Valley there was a very rare snowstorm in the west side of the southern San Joaquin
Valley at the end of December 1915. A man-made forest of oil derricks occupied the San Joaquin
west side in 1916. Half of these 2300 derricks, which ranged in height from 70 to 130 feet, were
destroyed in two big wind storms that occurred on January 17 and 27,1916 according to Rintoul
(1978).

Storm of January 14-28, 1916
The rains of the last half of January 1916 were devastating to parts of San Diego County.
Lower Otay Dam was completely washed away and Sweetwater Dam was rendered useless as a
result of having an abutment washed out.
Descasio received over 27.79 inches of rain during January 14to 28,1916. This
represents a return period of about 6,400 years. Twenty five stations had recorded the highest

ever rainfalls during this storm. There were 8 reports of 10 inch per day rainfalls on January 17,
1916, the largest of them being at Squirrel Inn in San Bernardino County.
Sweetwater Dam is a land mark case of the short term thinking that plagued early day dam
designers. According to Schuyler (1901) the original Sweetwater Dam was built in 1888 with a
waste way capacity of 1800 second feet -- "which was well in excess of the maximum flood
discharge as indicated by high water marks, although a subsequent flood exceeded this capacity a
little more than ten times." This occurred on January 17 & 18,1895 when Sweetwater Dam was
filled to overflowing. The peak flow of 18,150 cubic feet per second sent 1.5 feet of water over
the dam. "Not a stone of masonry was disturbed to the satisfaction of the dams owners",
according to Schuyler. Sweetwater Dam was raised 5.5 feet and the spillway capacity was
increased to 5,500 second-feet after the 1895 storm.
The repairs and enlargement following the 1895 flood were adequate until 1916 when a
peak flow of 45,500 second-feet occurred according to the chief engineer of the Sweetwater Water
Company as reported by McGashan (1918 p. 49). The January 14-28, 1916 storm sent 3.5 feet
over the top of the dam and eroded quite deeply around the north end of the main masonry
structure.
As of 1991 Sweetwater Dam has a capacity to safely pass a flood of 66,800 cubic feet per
second, according to the California Division of Safety of Dams.
The "mother of all storms" had evidently visited San Diego County in January 1916. It
was apparently invited by Charles Mallory Hatfield, a rainmaker. Mr. Hatfield began
experimenting with rain making in 1903. His methods were proprietary and he died in 1958
without revealing them. He met with the San Diego City Council in December 1915 and agreed to
fill Morena reservoir within one year for a fee of $10,000. Morena Reservoir was full by the
nineteenth of January and rain making operations ceased; but the rains would not. The city council
reportedly denied payment; saying that Mr. Hatfield would have to accept responsibility for $4.5
million damages, if he received payment. Two dams were destroyed and 22 lives were lost,
mostly down stream from Lower Otay Dam which was completely washed away.
There were skeptics regarding Mr. Hatfield's rain making efforts even in his own time. Mr.
Ford Carpenter (1913, p 26) who was in charge of the San Diego Weather Bureau Office,
reflecting the official Weather Bureau attitude, saying, "The manufacture of rain to order, by use
of explosives or gases is still believed by a very few uninformed persons." --Scientific weather modification, by seeding clouds with condensation nuclei, did not begin
for 30 years, when Vincent Schafers's (1981 p. 224) did his pioneering work. Schafer used
carbon dioxide (dry ice) to seed super cooled water vapor in a controlled cloud chamber in 1946.
Silver iodide and liquid propane are among the common cloud nucleation agents used in recent
years.

Storm of September 12-14, 1918
Weaver (19 p. 199) reports that the only Mexican West Coast hurricane known to come
inland as far north as Central California was in September 12-14, 1918. The storm system
apparently moved on shore near Santa Cruz and then north to the Red Bluff area before dissipating.
Typically these storms bring a surge of moist wann tropical air that trigger thunder storms. Red
Bluff had 1.19 inches of rain in 30 minute, 3.72 inches in 2 hours and 6.12 inches in 24 hours on
the December 13,1918.
The high return periods of rainfalls associated with the of September 12 to 14,1918 was on
the lee side of the Coast Range at Antioch in Contra Costa County where 6.59 inches were
recorded in 3 days. It had a return period of 2,200 years. The next highest retuxn period was at
Lathrop, where 3.54 inches resulted in a 1900 year return period. Seventeen stations had the

highest ever 3 day rainfalls during this storm. The highest storm total rainfall was at Red Bluff
which had 7.12 inches. Twelve stations reported rains with returnperiods i-rrexc-esssf-480 ye=.

Storm of December 18-22, 1921
The storm of December 1921 produced the largest rains ever recorded at a several locations.
Werner Springs in San Diego County was the location of the rain total with the highest return
period of 500 years. Opids Camp north of Mt. Wilson in Los Angeles County received the
heaviest one day rainfall with 14.89 inches on December 19,1921.

Storm of April 25 1925
The 4.00 inches of rain at Fancher Ranch in Merced County on April 25,1925 was
apparently quite localized as few other stations reported such a high rainfall. This station has 64
years of rainfall record. There was wide spread rain over a broad region on this day. The return
period for 4 inches in one day at Fancher Ranch is 6300 years.

Storm of April 5, 1926
Opids Camp located north west of Mt. Wilson in Los Angeles County had 12.52 inches on
this day. This amount of rain at Opids Camp is not worthy of a place among 1000 year storms as
the return period in only 22 years. What is notable about this day is that Opids camp had 1.03
inches in one minute on April 5,1926 at 448 AM according to the Los Angeles County Hood
Control District. The depth was disputed by Barnacle and Remold (1946) of the Weather Bureau
who revised it down to .65 in one minute. What ever the correct depth this reading was a world
record one minute rainfall measurement at the time.
A verbal report on this storm was recorded by the Los Angeles County Hood Control
District on April 7, 1927 and included in Eaton (1927). Mr. Opid said of a nearby stream, "The
average height of the stream in highest water, for years before, was never above 6 Feet. During
this cloudburst it rose to 23 feet, and washed the banks out to the width of 50', 23' deep 30' wide
at the bottom and 50' wide at the top."

Storm of February 13-17, 1927
Eleven years after the mother of all storms visited San Diego County in 1916, the same
region again had it's reservoirs suddenly filled once more. This time by a four day storm that
dumped 25.38 inches at Henshaw Dam. This was a 5000 year storm at Henshaw. The Henshaw
weather station reported 14.48 inches on February 16, 1927.
Thirty one stations reported the heaviest four day rainfall of record during this storm. Five
stations had 1,000 year rainfalls. The station with the most rain was Raywood Flats in Riverside
County which had 26.60 inches.

Storm of September 28 to October 1, 1932
A tropical storm from off the Mexican West Coast on the twenty-fourth of September
moved up into the Gulf of California and came on shore near Mexicalli on September 29, according
to Hansen and Schwarz (1981 p. 110). The moisture from this event set the scene for a disaster.
The Techachapi Storm of September 28 to October 1,1932 caused a million dollars in
damages and cost 15 people their lives. This occurred near Woodford in the Calente Creek
drainage area between Bakersfield and Techachapi. Calente Creek drains into the San Joaquin
Valley near Arvin. The storm resulted in flooding in the Arvin district, located south east of
Bakersfield. The actual storm startled near the drainage divide between the Mojave Desert and the
Buena Vista sink of the Kern River basin in the San Joaquin Valley.

The storm's effects were described by Malcolm Sprage in Climatological Data published
by the National Climatic Data Center for October 1932, "Destruction was great near Woodford
where a service station was washed away and two freight engines and six box cars dropped into a
gully formed when the approach to the railroad bridge at that place was destroyed. Woodford was
located between Techachapi and Bakersfield on Calente Creek. One of the engines was so deeply
buried under silt and rocks that it was not found until five days later. Railway W i c was
interrupted for 14 days and highway W i c for 2 days. Further extensive details of this disaster
were described in Three Barrels of Steam by James E. Boynton.
The storm traveled up the Gulf of California into the lower desert without much resistance
only to break up in the Techachapi Mountains. Techachapi had 7.1 1 inches of rain in 4 days from
September 28 to October 1,1932. This was a 200 to 500 year storm at Techachapi. Apparently
the rains exceeded this in the surrounding mountains. This is another curious occurrence of
extremely large rainfalls on the lee side of an orographic barrier.
Reports of this storm are long on details of the effects but short on quantitative details of the
rain depths. The streamflow associated with this storm was analyzed by the US Army Corps of
Engineers, where they found that the peak runoff rate was 3815 cubic feet per second per square
mile on 3.5 square miles of Cameron Creek. This runoff rate (3815 cubic feet per second per
square mile) is equivalent to six inches of depth of runoff in an hour over the water shed. It had to
be incredibly large rainfall that created this runoff rate. (Note: 1000 cfsfsq mi = 1.55 incheslhr)

Storm of December 31, 1933 and January 1, 1934
The Montrose-La Crescents flood of New Years day in 1934 caused a mopping up after
some of the highest ever rainfalls on the South slope of the San Gabrial Mountains. The heavy part
of the storm extended from Malibu in the West to Covina in the East. The heaviest rains based on
standard deviation above the mean was at Anza Foothill Ranch where 16.33 inches of rain had a
1200 year return period.
An enormous debris flow followed the heavy rainfall in La Canada Valley north west of
Pasadena. This was disastrous to those living down stream. The debris flow was made worse
because a forest fire in November 1933 which had completely denuded much of the watershed of
its vegetative cover just before the rainy season. The fire was in the watershed of Verdugo Creek, a
tributary of the Los Angeles River up stream from Glendale. The area with the most damage was
up stream from Montrose. The new years flood of 1934 took the lives of more than 40 people and
caused $5 million in property damage according to Troxell and Peterson (1934).
There were reports of rainfalls in excess of 10 inch per day from 16 stations. Fourteen
stations reported the heaviest two day rainfall of record. Hoegees was the wettest with 14.81
inches. Stream descharges were estimated as high as 645 cubic feet per square mile during this
flood.

Storm of December 10 and 11, 1937
The storm December 10 and 11,1937 was a high elevation event centered in the North East
comer of the State. There was little snow on the ground at the start of the warm storm, so snow
melt was not a major factor. Twenty one stations reported the highest ever two day rainfall at this
time. The highest intensity part of this storm was in a zone between Inskip Inn in Eastern Butte
County to Alturas in Modoc County. Alturas had 5.08 inches of rain which represented a 22,000
year return period.
This surface water of this storm was studied in depth by McGasten and Briggs (1939),
who included a comprehensive account of prehistoric floods from before the time of systematic

record keeping of streamflow. This storm resulted in the highest ever rainfalls at 80 river
measuring stations from the Kaweah River on the south to the Trinity River in the north.
There was extensive flood damage in the Feather basin. Main Street in Chester being
washed away. The Feather River Highway was closed near the Butte-Plumas county line due to a
rock slide. Further south the Yosemite Valley Highway was flooded by the Merced River.
Extensive flooding occurred in the Tulare Lake Basin. In Coastal streams there was extensive
flooding from the Russian River south to Santa Clara Valley.
A new record high river stage of 3 1.95 feet occurred on the Sacramento River at Red Bluff
on December 11. This was a foot and a half higher than the previous record high of 30.5 in 1909.
The was extensive flooding in the Butte Basin as will as in Los Molinas and Biggs areas.
Five stations reported over ten inches of rain on December 11,1937. Cobb in Lake County
received the largest amount with 13.65 inches on the eleventh. The largest rainfall total was for
Hobergs where 20.50 inches fell in 2 days. Felton and Los Gatos Surnrnitt both reported the
highest ever two day rainfalls ,with over 14 inches during this storm.

Storm of March 2, 1938
The storm of March 2,1938 produced some of the largest stream flows ever recorded in
much of Southern California. These occurred over in a broad range of streams. These were mainly
in Los Angeles and San Bernardino Counties. This storm did not produce a 1,000 year daily
rainfalls based on the daily rainfall records so far examined. It did result in 113 to 112 of the
average annual rainfall in one day. The highest return period based on daily records was 540 years
at the Riverside North rainfall station. Apparently the rain ossured in a very short duration so that
the return period is poorly represented by the once a day measurements on which this study is
based.
More than 10 inches in one day was reported from 16 rainfall measuring stations on March
2, 1938. This storm occurred in a region where very large rainfalls are common. As an example;
15 inch per day rainfall at Opids Camp, in the San Gabrial Mountains, has a return period of less
than 25 years.
A study of the floods of this storm by Harold C. Troxell(1942) Water Supply Paper
(WSP) 844 indicated that 87 lives were lost and $78 million in damages occurred in this flood.
-P &I4 also contains a interesting descriptive history of flooding inusouthem California starting
in 1780.
An example of this storms effects on streamflow is Arroyo Seco near Pasadena (USGS#
11098000). It has a continuous record of streamflow since 1915. There are no water diversions
or storage above the gaging station. The highest recorded gage height was 9.42 feet on March 2,
1938. This translated to a flow rate of 8,620 cubic feet per second. The size of the watershed is
only the 16 square miles. A high intensity short duration rainfall must have been imbedded in the
daily rainfalls totals to cause such a high flow.

Storm of September 5 & 6, 1939
This was one of four tropical storms that effected Southern California during September
1939 according to Hanson and Schwarz (1981 p. 21). It was first tracked west of La Paz on the
fourth and moved northwest ward to be caught in a cold front and forced over the mountains of
Baja California into the Imperial Valley region. The surge of moist tropical air induced heavy
rainfalls north into Northern Arizona.
Brawley 2 SW received 6.33 inches of rain on September 5 and 6, 1939. The average total
annual rainfall at Brawley is only 2.63 inches based on a 65 year record. This two day event was

2.4 times the average annual rainfall for Brawley. It has a return period of about 16,000 years.
Several other desert stations reported the highest ever two day rainfall totals during this period.
The Metropolitan Water District's pumping plants at Iron Mountain and Hayfield Pump both
reported 1,000 year rainfall events during this storm.

Storm of September 24, 1939
One of the more interesting storms in California occurred on September 24, 1939, at Indio
in the Salton Sea drainage area. This storm was studied by Pyke (1975) who found that nearly
twice the mean annual rainfall (of 3.43 inches) occurred in six hours. Another tropical storm on
August 16,1977 at Yuma Valley, Arizona had 2.24 times the mean annual precipitation in one
day. There are 25 stations in California where the maximum daily rainfall is larger than the average
annual rainfall, but none of them are as extreme as the Yuma Valley event.
The meteorological aspects of this storm and many important California storms were
studied by Weaver (1962). Weaver indicated that this was a tropical storm. The low pressure area
came ashore near San Pedro. There was a over a $1.5 million in damage in the area where it came
onshore. A strong surge of warm moist air crossed over the mountains where the out standing
rains occurred in the rain shadow zone of the lee side in the low desert. Keen (1987 p. 78)
indicated that this storm formed ten days earlier in the Pacific Ocean south of ]El Salvador.
Pyke reports that this was a thunder storm. The Indio thunder storm could be compared
with the Red Bluff thunder storm of September 14,1918, which also followed a surge of marine
air after a hurricane. Another large rainfall apparently from a separate localized thunder storm cell,
also occurred at Imperial located 70 miles South East of Indio, which received 4.08 inches of rain
on this day. This much rain at Imperial in one day has a return period of 2200 years.
The Indio storm had 6.45 inches of rain on September 24,1939 This is 8.8 standard
deviations above the mean which in this region represents a return period of about 55,000 years.
The runoff resulting from this storm caused a barely perceptible rise in the water level of the Salton
Sea, suggesting that it was a very localized storm event.

Water Year 1941
The four very wet years of the last century were 1890,1941 1983 and 1995. The heavy
rains of 1941 were confined to the Sacramento Valley and a narrow strip of land on the South
Coast from Santa Barbara to Orange Counties. Both Willows and Santa Ynez had rain totals for the
year with return periods in excess of 5000 years.

Storm of January 22, 1943
The largest one day rainfall ever recorded in California was 26.12 inches on January 22,
1943. This occurred at Hoegees near Mt. Wilson in the San Gabriel Mountains north of Los
Angeles. Twenty-six inches was %% of the mean annual rainfall for Hoegees. This is an area
which in an average year gets 18% of its annual rainfall in the wettest day of the year. Forty six
stations reported over half of their mean annual precipitation on this day.
Hoegees had over 10 inch per day rainfalls on eight other occasions. 26.12 inches at
Hoegees has a return period of 11,000 years. Fifty eight stations included in this study reported
one day rainfalls of over ten inches of on January 22, 1943. These were located mostly in Los
Angeles County with some in San Bernardino County.
High return periods were associated with two day rainfall totals. Hoegees had 36.34
inches of rain in two days. The return period for this was 5400 years. The highest ever two day
rainfalls were reported from 125 stations. Fifteen stations had over 20 inches in two days. Forty
five stations had 70 percent of the average annual rainfall in two days.

The extremely high rainfall of January 22 is limited to a relatively small area near Mt.
Wilson. There was an area of 11,000 square miles ranging from Santa Barbara County to
Riverside County which received a soaking from this storm which was in excess of a once-in-ahundred year event.

Storm of October 29, 1950
The largest ever one day rainfall at Orick in Humboldt County was 11.50 inches which
occurred on October 29,1950. Eureka, Crescent City and Happy Camp also reported their largest
daily rainfall. The Orick rainfall was 5.71 standard deviations above the mean with a return period
on 4200 years. Gasquet Ranger Station reported 10.35 inches on this day.

Storm of November 18, 1950
A typical high elevation storm passed through Central California on November 18, 1950.
The rainfall distribution in this storm was quite similar to the January 30 to February 1, 1963
storm. The rainfall of both these storms were heavy in the Coastal mountains as well as in the
Sierra. The 1963 storm effected areas south of the wetter zone of the November 18, 1950 storm.
The greatest daily total rain for this storm was 13.16 inches at Giant Forest in Tulare County at an
elevation of 6412 feet. Highest ever daily rainfalls were reported at 30 stations.

Nine stations reported 1,000 year rainfalls. Seven of them were in the Stanislaus, Merced
ahd San Joaquin Rivers. State Highway 140 into Yosemite was washed out near El Portal.
Extensive flooding was reported on the lower San Joaquin River by Paulson et al(1953). Twenty
stations received 25 percent of the average annual rainfall on this day.
The station reporting the highest return period was Calaveras Dam in Alameda County.
Calaveras Dam received 7.17 inches in one day, which was 33 percent of it's annual average
rainfall. The return period for Calaveras Dam was 23,000 years.

The Christmas Storm of December 17 through 27, 1955
During December 17 to 27,1955 a warm rain storm melted accumulated snow fall up to an
elevation of 10,000 feet. This storm was heaviest in the Central Sierra, the Feather, Yuba, Bear,
American, Consurnnes, and Calaveras Rivers; as well as the Russian and Napa Rivers, and the
streams of the South Bay Area.
The rainfalls of the higher elevations of both the Coastal Mountains and the Sierra were
affected by this storm sequence. The highest return periods associated with this storm were for
eight day rainfall totals. Twenty stations reported storm intensities in excess of the once-in-athousand year events, during December 1956. The Santa Clara Valley was the hardest hit in terms
of rainfall events with large return periods.
This was a high elevation storm in the Central Valley. Over half the stations reporting a
once-in-a-hundred year storm were located at an elevation over 1,000feet. The highest for the
Sierra stations was 36.57 inches at Strawberry Valley at an elevation of 3800 feet in the Yuba
River Drainage. In the Santa Clara Valley the maximum was 42.27 inches at Lake McKenzie,
located south-west of San Jose at an elevation of 1800 feet. The maximum rainfall for eight
consecutive days was 49.20 inches, which was at Honeydew in the Mattole River Drainage.
Nineteen stations reported daily rainfall in excess of 10inches in one day during the 1955
storm. These were located in the Upper Sacramento, Feather, San Joaquin Rivers and in the Clear
Lake area. The heaviest 24 hour rainfall recorded was on the twentieth when 15.34 inches fell at
Lakeshore in Shasta County in the Upper Sacramento River Basin. This was the heaviest 24 hour
rain event ever reported for the Central Valley up to this time. This storm did not produce heavy,

short, bursts of rain; but rather rain continued all week with few breaks. It saturated the soil. It
filled the surface reservoirs. It resulted in extensive flooding which devastated Yuba City and
forced the evacuation of twenty thousand people.

Storm of April 3, 1958
A series of storms off the coast with an associated series of fast moving fronts swept over
California during late March and early April 1958. The San Joaquin Valley experienced several
small tornadoes. Thunder storms were wide spread. One occurred at Woodward Dam located 7
miles north west of Oakdale, in Stanislaus County. On April 3, 1958 Woodward Dam received
5.72 inches of rain. This is 45 percent of it's average annual rainfall. The return period approached
300,000 years, as this was 8.55 standard deviations above the average maximum daily rainfall.
This was a very localized storm as only two other stations reported the record high one day
rain on this day. These were Hogan Dam and Drytown.

Storm of September 19, 1959
This storm produced extremely high rainfall intensities. It was centered at Newton located
between Redding and Shasta Dam. It produced the highest ever daily rain totals for the month of
September in Northern California. In fact the only September rain to exceed this in all of California
was at Fallsvale in the Santa Ana River basin during Tropical Cyclone Kathleen on September
11,1976.
Some of the record breaking rainfalls of this storm include 11.25 inches at Turntable Creek
North of Shasta Dam and 11.86 inches at Boulder Creek North of Santa Cruz.
Weaver (1%2) reports that this was a cold season type of storm. A deep low pressure area
developed the Gulf of Alaska and stagnated off the Coast of Washington on the 18th. Newton
received 10.60 inches in a 5 hour period between 5 and 10 PM on the 18th according to Weaver.

Columbus Day Storm of October 11 through 13, 1962
The Columbus Day Storm of October 11through 13,1962 will be remembered for the high
winds as well as for the record breaking rains. Millions of trees were blown down all along the
Coastal areas from Washington State to Central California, according to Lynott and Cramer (1966).
There were 56 lives lost in this storm and $250 million in damage. Lynott and Crarner (1966 p.
110) reported winds were estimated to be150 knots gusting to 170 knots at Cape Blanco at 1 PM
on the twelfth as the anemometer had already broken. Red Bluff reported their all time high wind
of 82 miles per hour.
Keen (1987 p. 79) indicates that this storm started as Typhoon Freda near Wake Island
nine days earlier and merged with a cold front to become an intense mid-latitude cyclone. This was
not the only typhoon to effect California, Typhoon Joan interred California in a similar way on
September 19, 1976 but it was without rain.
In California the heaviest rainfalls covered a wide band extending from Oakland to Alturas.
Lake Spaulding had 23.05 inches of rain in 3 days, the highest three day rainfall of their 93 year
record. Marysville received 9.26 inches in three days. This storm did not spare the low elevation
locations. Two hundred and fourteen stations reported the highest ever rainfalls for three
consecutive days. Seventeen stations reported rainfalls in excess of 20 inches in three days. The
heaviest amount for the three days was 25.78 inches reported at Forbestown in the Feather River
Basin.

Twenty three stations reported over 10 inches of rain on October 12,1962. Ben b m o n d
North of Santa Cruz reported the highest one day total with 14.10 inches. This storm came at the
end of the normal summer drought when the ground was dry,or flooding would have been much
worse.
Thirty stations received half of their annual average rainfall in this storm. Twenty five
stations reported rainfalls in excess of the 1,000 year return period. The highest return period was
for Orinda Filters where 18.41 inches corresponded to a 6,500 year return period. This was
similar to the return periods at several other stations in Alameda and Contra Costa Counties.

Storm of January 30 to February 1, 1963
Record numbers of mid-winter foggy and rainless days were recorded at Sacramento
associated with high barometric pressures and stagnant winds. This was one of the worst mid
winter droughts of record in Central California. This drought ended abruptly with the three day
storm of January 30 to February 1,1%3. The similarity of meteorological conditions of the 1862
and the 1963 storms are notable in that sever droughts ended with sever flooding.
This storm resulted in the heaviest ever three day rainfalls at 45 stations. These extreme
rainfalls were generally at high elevations in the Southern Sierra. The heaviest rainfalls were
centered South of Yosemite. Florence Lake received 64 percent of it's mean annual precipitation in
this three day storm, which represented a return period of 33,000 years. Other Sierra stations with
a 1,ooatyear return period were South Entrance Yosemite National Park and Tollhouse.
The snow line associated with this storm was generally over 8000 feet and at time as high
as 11,000 feet. Snow melt was a major factor in the flooding associated with this storm. Many
streams reported record high flows during this storm, according to Young and Harris (1966).
The storm of January 30 to February 1, 1%3 resulted in extensive flooding at Reno,
Marysville and Napa. The return periods if the rainfall in the American Basin ranged from 10 to 80
years in the north to 200 years at Twin Lakes in the drainage basin of the South Fork of the
American River.
The highest one day rainfalls were at Big Bend Ranger Station and Cherry Valley Dam
which both received over ten inches on February 1, 1963. The highest storm totals were at
Wishon Dan with 23.25 inches and at South Entrance of Yosemite with 22.99 inches.
Nine stations in Santa Clara Valley reported the greatest ever 3 day rainfalls during this
storm sequence. Lake Kittridge and Seven Mile Reservoir both reported rainfalls in excess of the
1,000 year event. Several Santa Clara Valley stations reported 20 inches of precipitation in three
this three day storm.
'

The Second Christmas Storm of December 19 through 24, 1964
The six days from December 19through 24,1964 were the wettest ever recorded at 78
Northern California Stations. The North Coast had the worst flooding ever experienced in that
region. Every major stream in this North Coast had produced new high values of extreme peak
flows. Thirty-four counties in California were declared disaster areas. This storm had three major
centers of activity. These are the Eel River, the Upper Klamath and the Yuba River in the Central
Sierra Nevada.
The highest 6 day rainfall reported for the Eel Basin was 31.71 inches at Branscomb.
Fourteen of seventeen station in the Eel River Basin reported the highest ever rainfalls during this
storm. A tall telephone pole stands at the former town site of Weott along the Eel River with a
sign near the top indicating the great depth of the water during the December 1%4 flood. This is to
remind people to not rebuild along side the Eel River.

The highest return periods for the storm were in the Klamath River Basin where Gazelle
reported 8.09 inches. This was 7.78 standard deviations above the mean. The associated return
period is over 300,000 years. These very high numbers were also reflected in the records of
nearby stations of Yreka, Mt. Heborn and Callahan. This storm also produced the highest ever
river stages on streams in Southern Oregon such streams as the Chetco River.
Thirty five stations reported daily rainfalls of 10 inches or more on December 22,1%4.
These stations were located in the North Coast streams as well as the Central Sierra Nevada. The
highest reported rainfall in one day was 15 inches at Ettersberg in Humboldt County.
The highest ever rainfalls occurred in the Yuba and Bear River Basins, where Lake
Spaulding received 32.60 inches of rain in 6 days. Six stations in the Yuba watershed reported
over 10 inches of rain on December 22,1%4.
The stream flow on the Yuba River at Marysville peaked at 180,000 cubic feet per second
(cfs), causing the second Christmas time flood in a decade. The December 1955 peak on the Yuba
River at Marysville was 140,000 cfs.

Storm of December 2-7, 1966
The Upper Kern River and Owens Valley regions received a very large storm during
December 3 to 7,1966. The heaviest rain was in a narrow band that ranged from Southern
California Edison Company's Kern River Intake #3 in the South to the White Mountains over a
hundred miles to the Northeast.
Nineteen stations reported 10 inches or more on December 6,1966. These stations were
located mainly in Tulare and San Bernardino Counties. A new record high one day rain for the
Central Valley was set of 17.0 inches at Hockett Meadows on December 6,1%6. This was
exceeded by the 17.4 inches at Four Trees in the Feather River Basin on February 17,1986.
Historic records of both peak flow and 3-day storm-runoff volume in the Kern, Tule, and
Kaweah Rivers were exceeded by the floods of December 1966according to Dean (1971). Forty
two rainfall stations reported the highest ever 5 day rainfalls for this storm. Eleven stations
reported 1,000 year rainfalls. The highest rainfall was reported at Johnsondale with a five day
total of 30.45 inches.

Winter Storms of 1969
The winter of 1969 was very wet in Southern California and the Southern Sierra Nevada.
Southern California experienced some of the severest flooding since 1938. Property damage was
extensive in the South Coastal Counties. Forty counties were declared disaster areas. Forty one
deaths were directly attributed to the storm. One of them was Mr. Willian Brooks the weather
observer and dam tender at Juncal Dam on the Santa Ynez River in Santa Barbara County. The
cabin occupied by Mr. Brooks was washed away on January 26 after he had measured 25.67
inches of rain. Our civilization owes so much to weather observers like Mr. Brooks who have
given so much so that future generations will know about our weather.
Over 200 stations mainly in Southern California reported the highest ever rainfalls for 60
consecutive days. Mount Baldy Notch reported 88.50 inches of rainfall in 60 days from January
13 to March 13, 1969. Mount Baldy Notch is located at 7,735 feet in the San Gabriel Mountains
near the Los Angeles-San Bernadino County line. Stations reporting extremely high rainfalls for
the 60 days ranged from Cottonwood Creek at 10,600 feet in the Southern Sierra to Death Valley at
194feet below sea level. Thirteen stations reported rainfall totals in excess of the once-in-athousand year storm. The stations reporting 1,000 year storms from the South Coast Basin were at

higher elevations. The valley floor portion of the San Joaquin Valley also had heavy rainfalls with
high return periods.
The winter of 1%9 had the second largest daily rainfall for the State when 24.92 inches of
rain fell at Lytle Creek Power House located at an elevation of 2,225 feet in the San Gabriel
Mountains northwest of San Bernadino. Thirty stations reported rainfalls in excess of 10 inches per
day during the big storm of January 25,1%9. The same region received heavy rainfall a month
later when Juncal Dam in Santa Barbara County received 16.31 inches on February 25,1969. The
largest return periods of this study were associated with sixty day rainfall totals.

Snowmelt of the Spring 1969
A great snow pack had accumulated by April 1 1969, in the Southern Sierra. Over 200
percent of average water content was in the snow pack. In Tulare Lake Basin 89,000 acres of
cropland had to be flooded in order to provide water storage the melting snow. This could be called
the "Tulare Lake Storm". Tulare Lake basin is where over 100,000 acres of crops are grown.
Tulare Lake is a normally a fully cultivated "dry" lake bed as well as the former terminus of
the Kings River. The Kings River is controlled by Pine Rat Dam but it holds only 59 percent of the
mean annual flow of the river.
Tulare Lake lies in the rain shadow of the Coast Ranges and is normally protected from
large Pacific Storms. The average annual rainfall in Tulare Lake bed is six inches.

Storm of December 3, 1970
A apparently there was a large storm at Harrison Gulch Ranger Station on the third of
December 1970. The recording gage at Harrison Gulch reported 12.30 inches on this day. The
puzzling thing is that the recording gage had 12.30 inches and an adjacent non recording gage
reported only 0.45 inches. These records were both published in Hourly Precipitation Data and
Climatological Data for December 1970.
There was no doubt about a heavy rainfall on December 3,1970 because peaks in several
stream flow records published by the US Geological Survey for Cottonwood Creek near Ono,
North Cottonwood Creek Near Igo, South Fork Cottonwood Creek near Cottonwood, Red Bank
Creek near Red Bluff, Antelope Creek near Red Bluff, Elder Creek near Paskenta and Thomes
creek near Paskenta. All of these streams reported sharp peaks in flow on this day.

Storm of August 14-16, 1976
Rainfalls in excess of 8 inches with intensities of 2.5 inches per hour were reported North
and West of Redding on August 14. 1976 by Fontana (1977). Unfornuately no locations were
given for the rain measurements sited.

Storm of September 10 & 11, 1976
Heavy rainfall was associated with Tropical Cyclone Kathleen which moved north from
Latitude 15" N. on September 6 to near Imperial on the September 10. According to Fors (1977)
this storm caused 5 deaths in the United States and more than $150 million in storm related
damages. This storm was notable because it went as far north as Idaho and Montana on September
11 & 12 and causing high winds and isolated heavy precipitation.
The lowest rainfall for two consecutive years of California weather history were 1976 and
1977. It is not unusual to have a drought ending abruptly with a "gully washer". The highest one
day rainfall was 12.10 inches at Fallsdale in the Santa Ana River drainage, but the highest return
period was at Mecca in the Salton Sea Drainage. Mecca had 4.00 inches which was well in excess

if it's average annual rain for 78 years of 3.24 inches. The return period for Mecca rainfall was
740 years. There were 13 stations with the highest ever rainfalls on this day.

Storm of August 16, 1977
Hurricane Doreen moved north out of the tropics to come on shore near San Diego. Rainfall
was heavy in the Imperial Valley where irrigation canals were breached. The town of Niland was
flooded according the Keene (1987). Hurricane Doreen was off the west coast of Baja California
near La Paz on August 15 and moved north to come ashore near San Diego area early on August
16.
Five deaths in the were attributed to flooding by the rainfalls from hurricane Doreen
according to Court (1980 p. 30). Damage was extensive, particularly to agricultureal interests in
the Imperial and San Diego Counties. Losses were estimated to be in excess of $25 million. Flood
waters destroyed 325 homes and businesses in the southern desert areas.
The heaviest rainfall was centered at Yurna Valley in Arizona, where on August 16, 1977
when 6.45 inches of rain occurred in one day. This storm was more than two times the mean
annual precipitation of 2.88 inches for this 56 year old record. This was 10.83 standards
deviations above the mean, with a return period for this event was 600,000years.
'Where as Yuma Valley is located in Arizona, it is only across the Colorado River from
California. The high rainfalls were also measured at the Yuma Citrus Station and the Brawley 2
SW station which both experienced 1000 year rainfalls. The largest ever rainfalls were experienced
as far north as Thousand Palms, Hayfield Pump, Mecca and Thermal. Sixteen stations reported the
highest ever one day rainfall.

Storm of February 10, 1978
A vigorous winter cyclic storm with wide spread flooding and mud slides developed on the
windward slopes of the South Coastal Basin on February 10, 1978. There were 18 deaths reported
with this stom and $120 million in storm related property damage. This storm was still quite
robust as it moved northeasterly into the rain shadow zone of the comparatively dry Buena Vista
Lake Basin.
The heaviest rainfall depth of this storm was at Matilija Canyon in Ventura County to the
south west of Buena Vista Lake Basin where 13.31 inches in one day was reported. Seven
stations reported over 10 inches of rainfall on this day. Matilija Canyon is a wet place relative to
Buena Lake Basin. It receives seven times as much rain is an average year or about 35 inches per
year. A rainfall of 13.3 1 inches in one day at Matilija Canyon has a return period of less than 30
years.
The storm of February 10,1978, based on return period, was centered in the Buena Vista
Lake Region of Kern County. Blackwells Corner received 3.90 inches on February 10, 1978
which was 74 % of the mean annual precipitation in one day. This was 7.41 standard deviations
above the mean maximum day, with an associated return period of 28,000 years. The averages
rainfall in the region of 1,000 year rainfalls was only 3.48 inches. Seventy six stations of this
study experienced the highest ever daily rainfalls on this day. Sixteen stations reported return
periods in excess of 1,000 years and 32 stations reported return periods in excess of 100 years.
There is a strong resemblance between this storm and the tropical storm which came on
store near Santa Cruz in September 1918. Both were robust cyclic storms which vigorously
entered the rain shadow areas to the northeast resulting in a deluge in normally dry areas.
One of the side effects of the February 10, 1978 storm was the grandest display of wild
flowers seen in this region of the San Joaquin Valley by mid March. This was a result of the

through soaking of the ground at an optimum time of the year. The meteorological aspects of this
storm were described by Garza and Peterson (1982).

Storm of February 14 to 21, 1980
Disastrous and record breaking rainfalls in the South Coastal Basin in 1980 resulted in the
highest ever rainfall totals over a broad area. Seven Counties were declared disaster areas.
Eighteen storm related deaths occurred along with $270 million in property damage. Garza (1982)
reported over 1500 homes damaged or destroyed.
The highest rainfall depth of this storm was 31.84 inches at Raywood Flats located in
Riverside County. The return period of the rainfall at Raywood Flats for February 14 to 21,1980
was 115 years. The highest return period for this storm study was at Sage in Riverside County,
with 4.84 standard deviations over the mean eight day storm, which resulted in a 800 year return
period.
Record high eight day rainfalls occurred at 133 stations. Return periods in excess of 100
years were reported at 70 stations. This storm was described by Garza and Peterson.

Storm of December 3, 1980
There were few additional rainfall records to verify the existence of the big storm that
occurred at Fergerson Ranch located about 20 miles northwest of Red Bluff in Tehama County on
December 3,1980. The detailed hourly rainfall distribution was published the National Climatic
Data Center (1947) in Hourly Precipitation Data but few other rainfall stations reported an
exceptional rainfall.
The USGS stream flow records for Antelope, Flder and Thomes Creeks did respond with a
sharp rise in flow on December 3. The Shasta Dam rain gage caught 8.48 inches and the
Whiskeytown gage caught 9.89 inches. The return periods at Shasta Dam and Whiskeytown were
both less than 50 years. The Fergerson Ranch gage caught 12.00 inches, which was 8.72 standard
deviations above the mean for a return period of about 500,000 years.
This storm was probably similar is geographical distribution to the Newton storm of
September 18, 1959, where 10.6 inches occurred in 5 hours. Newton is located between Redding
and Shasta Darn. This storm was described by Weaver (1962). Both were very sever storms
covering a very small areas. This storm was quite similar to the Harrison Gulch storm of just 10
years to the day before this storm. Both storms had to be verified by referring to the surface water
records from nearby streams, as other rainfall records were too sparsely located to reflect these
important storms.

Storm of January 4, 1982
High winds and heavy rainfalls as well as death and devastation visited the San Francisco
Bay area on January 4, 1982. The San Francisco Airport recorded 30% of their mean annual
rainfall during this storm. Berkeley had 6.98 inches of rainfall on January 4, 1982, exceeding the
previous record for one day of 4.75 inches which was recorded on February 12,1904. The return
period for the storm at Berkeley was 1100 years. Eight other stations reported 1000 year storms
during this storm, the highest was 5,400 years at Richmond City Hall. One quarter of the average
annual rainfall occurred at 46 stations during this storm. 105 stations reported the highest ever one
day rainfalls .
The Ben Lomond Landfill rain gage had 15.20 inches of rainfall. This was the largest 24
hour rainfall ever recorded in Central Coastal California . These heavy rains saturated the soil.
Land slides followed in Love Creek located about 200 yards to the northwest of the Ben Lomond
Landfill rain gage; as well as in Marin County.

This was a large storm in terms of rainfall depth. Seventeen stations in Marin and Santa
Cruz Counties reported ten inches in one day. Ten inches per day occur every 10 to 15 years at
relatively wet places like Ben Lomond and about every 25 years at Kentfield.
This was not one of the largest storms of California when expressed in terms of return
period. It is important mainly because it occurred in heavily populated areas. Twenty people were
killed in landslides following the soaking rains. Ten rainfall stations reported return periods of 500
years or more. There was about 1,100 square miles in the area exceeding the once-in-a-hundred
year rainfall event.

Storm of June 18, 1982
An intense thunder storm was measured at Forni Ridge situated at an elevation of 7600 feet,
just north of Highway 50 and the South Fork of the American River, This storm lasted only a short
time but is notable because 4.02 inches of rain was measured in 30 minutes. The maximum hourly
catch was 4.41 inches and the maximum 24 hour value was 5.83 inches. The storm was centered
over a recently burned steep mountain slope adjacent to a main State Highway, according to
Michael Kuehn of the US Forest Service. This storm was followed by a debris flow that closed
State Highway 50. Kuehn estimated the peak flow rate was 12,800 cubic feet per square mile.

There was an eye witness, a Mr. Philipe Hatter stated that a five gallon bucket located 100
yards from where the debris torrent crossed Highway 50 received 7 inches of rain; according to
Michical Kuehn. The eye witness stated that the entire land surface was flowing with water, which
removed an estima'ted 1 inch of soil.

The Wet Year of 1983
New record high total annual rainfalls were reported from stations located over a broad
range of California during the water year from October 1, 1982 to September 30,1983. California
received a long sequence of storms which left poorly drained areas soaked for many months. This
soaking resulted in unusually extensive flooding in areas like the Colusa Basin. In all regions the
high rainfall totals were associated with quite noticeable increased numbers of rainy days; rather
than by with large individual rainfalls.
It had been 93 years since California had as much rain as in 1983. The last year with
rainfalls as high was 1890. This was based on a comparison of 75 records which were continuous
since 1883. One of the factors which make the 1983 year even more unusual was that 1982 was
also one of the wettest years of record. F i eight of the 1400 stations studied here reported 100
inches or more for water-year 1982-83. Five hundred and eleven stations reported the wettest year
ever during water-year 1983.
Nineteen eighty three was the year of the highest ever rainfall at Sacramento, with
measurements since 1850. Sacramento had % days with rainfall in 1983. Normally Sacramento
has 58 days per year with rainfall.
The highest rainfalls for the 1983 water year ranged from 188.50 inches at Musalett on the
South Fork of the Smith River in the Northwest comer of California; to 173.37 at Mining Ridge in
Monterey County. This is 1.8 times the average annual rain for Musalatt but less than the state
record of 257.90 inches at Camp Six also in the Smith River Drainage in the 1981-82 water year.
Forty five stations reported yearly rainfall totals in excess of the calculated once-in-athousand year amounts during 1983. These were distributed from the KZamath River Basin in the
North to the Borrego Desert in the South. Half of the state's land area had rainfalls in excess of the
once-in-a-hundred year rainfall during water year 1983.

Storm of August 15, 1984
Thunderstorms with flash flooding washed out roads in the Death Valley region on August
15,1984. Hash flooding also occurred the mountains of Kern County. The largest rainfall was
5.02 inches at Wildrose Ranger Station on the eastern edge of Death Valley, with a return period of
over 200 years.

Storm of September 26, 1984
Heavy rains washed out state Highway 127 in Eastern Inyo County. Only small
insignificant amounts of rainfall reported was reported; but the remnants of Hurricane Norbert were
headed toward the Imperial Valley region on this day.

Storm of February 11 through 20, 1986
A series of warm tropical storms resulted on a good soaking generally of the higher
elevations of Central California in mid February of 1986. Two hundred of stations reported the
highest ever rainfalls for 10 consecutive days. Half of the average annual rain fell in the 10 days
between the 11 and 20 of February in 1986 at 150 stations in the State. Mono Lake had 95% of
their annual average rainfall occurreing in 10 days. At Bucks Lake in the Feather Basin had 49.44
inches, which is 71% of their average annual rainfall.
Widespread drenching rains in central California led to extensive flooding and mud slides.
Thirteen flood related deaths ocurred. 50,000 people were evacuationed and over $400 million in
property damageocurred. This was the storm associated with the big levee failure on the Yuba
River at Linda, across the Yuba River and south of Marysville.
In the Sierra Nevada the storm effected mainly the area from Feather River Basin in the
North to Yosemite on the South. The stations of the Sierra Nevada receiving 1,000 year rainfalls
ranged in a band from Clarks Peak north of Sierra Valley in the Feather River Basin to Calaveras
Big Trees in the Cosumnes River Basin in the South. Four Trees, near Bucks Lake, had 17.60
inches on February 17, 1986. This was a new record high 24 hour rainfall for the Central Valley.
Extensive flooding occurred in the Napa and the adjacent Russian Rivers. Calistoga, in the
Napa River Basin, had 29.61 inches in 10 days representing a return period of 2,600 years. The
previous high rain for 10 days at Calistoga was 20.00 inches in 1906. The rainfalls on the Russian
River during this storm were heaviest on the Southern end of the watershed. There was extensive
flooding at Gurneville where one newspaper reported that the town had just drowned. The return
period for the 10 day rainfall at Ukiah in the North end of the Russian River was 31 years where as
at Graton it was 170 years.
There were ten reports of over ten inches of rain on the seventeenth. Most of these were in
the Yuba, Bear and American Basins, but 2 were near the Napa River Basin and one on the Smith
River in the Northwest comer of the state.
The Atlas Road rain gage on the North slope of Atlas Peak reported 41.08 inches of rainfall
in 10 days. This was 7.4 standard deviation above the mean, or 113% of the mean annual rainfall.
There was a lot of flooding down stream from Atlas Peak area. Some of the streams draining the
East side of Atlas Peak appeared to have had a debris flow as the stream beds were stripped of
vegetation and the stream beds were lined with large boulders after the flood. Interstate Highway
80 was flooded down stream at Cordilia Junction as a result of this event

Storm of December 1, 1987
La Porte located in the Feather River Basin received 12.84 inches of rainfall on December
1,1987. La Porte situated at an elevation of 5000 feet. It had a rain record from 1898 to 1933

where the average daily maximum for each year was 4.21 inches. If the 1987 gage is adequately
modeled by the older record then the 12.84 inches would be 5.82 standard deviations above the
mean with a return period of 5300 years.

Storm of January 17, 1988
A very intense storm passed through California on the January 17,1988 associated with
high winds and surf. Several deaths occurred when people became snow bound in the mountains
of Southern California. A 7 foot tide combined with a 15 to 20 foot surf caused an estimated $50
million damage to Coastal Southern California according to reports in STORM DATA published by
the National Climatic Data Center (1988). Tornadoes were reported in Orange County.
This storm moved out of the Gulf of Alaska and developed into a violent cyclone with a
central pressure of 989 mb. when it came ashore near Aleva Beach at 1PM on the seventeenth. All
time low barometric pressure was recorded at several southern California Weather Stations as the
storm moved on shore about 20 miles North of Santa Barbara. By 10 PM the low pressure area
had moved into the Mojave Desert and was filling rapidly.
There was rain reported state wide on this day but only a few stations reported 4 inches of
rain in 24 hours. Turlock reported 1.10 inches and Modesto 1.69 inches for the seventeenth.
Newman's 92 year average annual rain is 10.27 inches. Newman reported 4.10 inches of rain on
January 17,1988. The 4.10 inches at Newman is 6.67 standard deviations above the mean
extreme annual storm. This represents a return period of about 20,000 years. It appears that a
local thunder storm was embedded in the larger statewide storm that hit Newman on this day.

Storm of February 1992
The Office of Emergency Services reported 7 deaths and over $60 million in property
damage from rainstorms, flooding and land slides during February 1992. The greatest one day rain
reported in Climatological Data was 8.75 inches at Big Tujunga Dan on February 11. The return
period for 9 inches at Big Tujunga Dam is less than 10 years.

Storm of January 5-19, 1993
An energetic series of storms swept through Southern California during January 5 to
19,1993. High wind and tornadoes were associated with this storm sequence. Rainfall depths of
over 30 inches occurred at Palomar Mountain and stations as far North as Lake Arrowhead in the
San Bernardino Mountains. The greatest rainfall for the storm was at Santiago Peak located
between Orange and Riverside Counties at an elevation of 5600 feet, where 37.89 inches was
measured. The Santiago Peak storm was the greatest 15 day rainfall ever recorded there, it has a
return period of 1500 years. The Santiago Peak storm produced 116 percent of the average annual
rainfall during this storm.
The high rainfalls of this storm were mainly from the high elevation locations on the
windward slopes of the Coast Ranges. An except is that robust storm cells spilled over into the
leeward or rain shadow areas of the desert resulting in record breaking rainfalls in the low
elevations of the desert near Palm Springs.
The largest return period for a station during this storm was for Mission Creek, located near
Desert Hot Springs in the Salton Sea drainage basin. Mission Creek received 19.17 inches of rain
for the storm. The average annual rainfall at Mission Creek is 11.68 inches per year. The 37.89
inch storm total for Santiago Peak was 116 percent of it's average annual rainfall of 32.54 inches.
Seventy stations reported 15 day rainfall totals which equaled or exceeded the average annual
rainfall.
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Extensive flooding occurred in Southern California during this period. Twenty lives were
lost due to flooding according to the Of'fice of Emergency Services, who reported a total of $600
million of property damage. The greatest 15 day rainfall totals of record occurred at 132 stations
during this storm. 10 stations reported 1000 year rainfall totals

Water Year 1995
Water year 1995 (from Oct. 1, 1994to Sept. 30, 1995) has the third highest
rainfall total in over a hundred years. It was exceeded only by rainfall totals for the years
1890 and 1983. Historically the years of large rainfall totals were not necessarily the years
of heavy flood producing rainfalls. 1995 however may be an exception as there were
numerous periods of robust rainfall activity through out the State. 100 stations reported the
highest ever water year total precipitation. 30 stations reported over 100 inches, among
these were Magalia 2 N with 132.49 and Cobb with 129.58 inches.
The station with the highest return period for water-year 1995 was Black Butte
Ranch which had 46.06 inches in 1995 when their average is only 19.94 inches. The
return period for Black Butte Ranch was 4300 years. Florence Lake in the upper San
Joaquin River Basin had 50.29 inches with a 1300 year return period. Panoche 2 W
located near the crest of the Coast Range in the Jan Joaquin Valley had 21.36 inches with a
1900 year return period.
Most of the stations reporting over 100 inches for the year were located in the
Feather ad Yuba River Basins. Here is a brief summary of some of the more notable
storms of Califomia for water-year 1995.

Storm of October 4, 1994
California is a region of relatively few thunder storms, yet an unusual thunder
storm occurred in Sacramento County on October 4,1994. The Cresta Park rain gage
recorded 1.02 inches if rain in 15 minutes. This exceeded the once in a thousand year
rainfall for 15 minutes at the Cresta Park rainfall station. The previous high 15 minute
rainfall at Cresta Park was 0.58 in 1961. This storm deposited a narrow band of heavy
precipitation extending from Branch Center north eastward to the Navion gage in Citrus
Heights.

Storm of November 5, 1994
Heavy rains fell on November 5,1994. Over eight inches in one day at Lake
Laganitas and Corte Madera in Marin County. These were not unusual amounts of rain for
these relatively wet locations; but to the south, San Francisco received 5.54 inches on this
day. This was the largest one day rainfall in San Francisco based on midnight to midnight
readings since the record began 146 years ago. However in 1866 - 7.76 inches fell
between 11:45 A.M. on December 19 and 8: 15 A.M. on December 20,1866.
The heavy rainfalls of November 5, 1994 at San Francisco resulted from a normal
winter time storm front that stagnated over the San Francisco region with a northeastsouthwest orientation and produced a narrow band of very heavy rainfall. Stephen Holets
reported in Weathenvise Vol. 48, No. 3 JuneJJuly 1995 that the November 4, 1994 storm
was a remarkable because of the sharp rainfall gradient for a non connective storm;
because San Jose, located just 50 miles from San Francisco, received less than a quarter of
an inch.

Storm of January 4, 1995
Large rainfalls occurred in San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara Counties during
January. A new high rainfall was reported for Santa Barbara of 8.00 inches on January
4,1995 was reported in Climatological Data. This would have been the largest one day
rain in their 125 year record; but it turned out to be a key entry error. The actual record for
January 3, 1995 was only 2 inches. The highest ever daily rainfall for Santa Barbara was
6.95 inches on January 25, 1914. The notable rainfall for Santa Barbara this month was
the 6.10 inches on the January 10, 1995.

Storm of January 7 to 13, 1995
Record breaking rainfalls occurred during the six days from January 7 to 12, 1995
on the west side of the Sacramento Valley. Fifty stations reported the greatest ever six day
total rainfall. Cobb in the Clear Lake Basin received 35.18 inches in six days. The largest
return period, from the records collected, was for Greenville in the Feather River Basin
where 30.50 inches in six days had a return period of 2400 years.
The main precipitation for this storm series was located in a band extending from
Clearlake northeast to the Lake Almanor Region. Another band of high rainfalls extended
from Whiskeytown north to the Mc Cloud region in the Upper Sacramento River Basin.

Storm of January 10, 1995
Embedded in the January 7 to 12 storm was the January 10,1995 event northeast
of Sacramento. The peak 24 hour rainfall was 7.57 inches at the Granite Bay Country
Club rain gage. This peak 24 hour storm consisted of 3 separate rainfall sequences; the
first from about 7 to 11 PM on the ninth, the second and heaviest from 4 to 8 AM on the
tenth and another burst of rain from about 1 to 5 PM.
Return periods represent the average time in years between storms of a given
magnitude. They are calculated for stations with well organized and readily available rain
records; hence they are not available for all records. The largest return period from the
January 10 storm was 4000 years from 5.63 inches of rainfall at Rancho Cordova. This
was from the rain gage of Joe Fierria, who kept a rain record there for 28 years. Thirty
eight stations reported the greatest ever one day rainfall. Twelve Sacramento area stations
reported over five inches of rain in one day.
i'

The January 10,1995 storm in the Sacramento area was a low elevation event
some what similar to the Columbus Day storm of 1962, when 5.5 1 inches fell on October
13,1962 at Citrus Heights. Unlike the 1962 Columbus Day storm however, the January
10, 1995 rain storm fell on saturated ground. It was preceded by eight days of rain. High
antecedent rains preceding record rainfalls resulting in devastating flooding in the
Sacramento area centered on Linda Creek which flows through Roseville and Rio Linda.
The storms of January 1995 extended from Humboldt County in the north to
Riverside County in the south They caused a total of 740 million dollars in damage along
with 17 deaths. Extensive debris flows occurred on Santa Barbara County.

Storm of March 10, 1995
February was a dry month in almost all of California except perhaps in the
Mountains of the South Coastal basins. The dry spell was broken by the new record
rainfalls of March. The heaviest March rainfalls occurred mainly between the ninth and
tenth. There were two centers of heavy activity. There was a total of 16 deaths attributed to
this storm sequence and 1.1 billion dollars in property damage.

The Napa and Russian River basins received heavy rainfalls on the ninth. The
heaviest rainfall was 9.07 inches at Gurneville ,this event had a return period of 100
years. Sever flooding resulted on both the Napa and Russian Rivers. Flooding apparently
occurs on these streams when only small parts of the watersheds have large rainfalls.
The highest ever flood stages were reported on the Salinas River at the Spreckles
Highway Bridge. Up stream on the Salinas River four stations reported the highest ever
24 hour rainfall. Paso Robles had a total of 7.40 inches. This event had a return period of
about 1100 years at Paso Robles.
The March 10 storm on the upper Salinas River spilled over the Coast Range into
the San Joaquin Valley near Coalinga where flooding on Arroyo Pasajero Creek washed
away a bridge over 1-5, the main north-south highway in the State. Coalinga had a record
breaking 3.74 inches of rain exceeding their previous record of 2.53 inches in 1914. The
return period for the Coalinga rain of this storm was 2400 years. The highest ever rainfalls
also occurred at Kettleman Station and Westhaven. Fresno matched their previous
maximum daily rain of 2.38 inches which occurred in 1905.
There is a remarkable similarity in rainfall distribution between the March 9, 1995
storm and the February 10, 1978 cyclic storm which dumped record rainfalls in an area to
the south of the area effected by this storm. It produced large rainfalls on the windward
slopes of Ventura County and then continued over into the rain shadow area in the Buena
Lake Region. The March 9,1995 storm behaved in a similar manner. It appeared to be a
cyclic storm since it produced devastating rainfalls on the windward slopes of the Coast
range. It was still quite energetic as it moved into the rain shadow area to create further
devastating floods. A similar cyclic storm came ashore near Monterey in September 1918
resulting in extreme rainfalls at Antioch, again in the rain shadow zone. The 1918 storm
was a tropical cyclone which originated off the south west coast of Mexico.
It is generally assumed that the weather observer is always right. Controversy
regarding observer's rainfall measurements are rare. One of these rare events occurred
between the National Weather Service Office at Santa Maria and the weather observer at
the Morrow Bay Ere Department regarding the rainfall reported for the eleventh of March
1995. It was reported in the San Luis Obispo Telegraph-Tribune of March 21, 1995.

-

The Fire Department reported 8.82 inches on the eleventh and the Weather Service
suggested that 3.50 was the correct value, based on nearby reports. If the Fire Department
value is correct the return period for the two day event is over 300,000 years. If the
Weather Service is right the return period is about 800 years, a value consistent with
surrounding stations.
Since it is seldom that an observer is found to be wrong; and further since a real
storm with a very rare return period is extremely important in drainage engineering studies
as well as in forensic metrology (there were several deaths); this event merits continued
study.

Storm of May 5, 1995
May was month of sever thunder storms and tornadoes through out the Central
Valley. One of these unusual thunder storms occurred in Sacramento County on May 5,
1995. The Van Marin Lane rain gage in Citrus Heights had 1.14 inches if rain in 30
minutes. This exceeded the once in a hundred year rainfall for the Van Marin rain gage.

